HOW
We utilized an arts workshop (theatre games, poetry, drawn art) to help incarcerated young people across LA County Youth Prisons discover the value of their voice and the importance of civic engagement and connecting with organizations within their communities.

Our Teaching Artists who have experienced extensive Incarceration become leaders in changing the narrative about people with lived experience.

WHAT
Art ATTACKS! educates Incarcerated Youth on the REAL history of the United States, Civil Rights and Civic Engagement.

This year we worked with The Pulitzer Center & 1619 Project to build an honest and expansive curriculum.
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FACTS:
We worked with 7 Halls and Camps
For 4 Days Each
Had a team of 13 Teaching Artists
And were able to teach In person this time around!

GUESTS SPEAKERS
We invited guests that our youth could see people who look like them doing extraordinary things who may inspire them to change the narratives they may hold about their potential.

Guests such as: Rep Karen Bass, Supervisor Holly Mitchell, AG Eric Holder, Aloe Blacc, Maya Jupiter, DA Gascon